ABSTRACT With the rapid development of big data and new media technologies, a large amount of original news is generated and reprinted on the Internet via news portals. Identifying news reprint relations is of great importance for the analysis of news diffusion patterns and copyright protection. However, the amount of news data on the Internet creates a huge challenge for efficiently identifying news reprint relation. Some existing studies focus on computing the similarity of the full text of news reports, which is not always effective, because some reprints only excerpt some sentences of the original news reports. The core challenge of improving identification accuracy is excavating the potential semantic relevance between news articles at the sentence level. Inspired by deep learning and semantic-based text representation models, this paper proposes an approach for identifying news reprint relation by integrating deep learning approaches. First, news reports that are not related to the topic of the original news report are removed via topic correlation mining. Then, the potential semantic relevance is excavated at the sentence level through the integration of semantic analysis methods, and reprint relations are identified between news reports. The performance of the approach is empirically evaluated using a real-world dataset. Experimental results show that the semantic analysis model integration allows us to mine in-depth semantic associations between news stories and accurately identify news reprint relations. These results benefit news diffusion pattern analysis and copyright protection.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of big data and new media technologies has prompted revolutionary changes to media distribution channels and news forms. Much high-quality original news is produced on the Internet. Meanwhile, by virtue of its interactivity, high efficiency and low cost, many online news portals publish news stories that are reprints of original news stories generated by other sources, which results in the wide and rapid diffusion of the news. By identifying news reprinting relations and constructing the reprinting network of news portals, news diffusion patterns can be mined, which could have important applications in policy-making, crisis management and band imaging [1] , [2] . Moreover, many media outlets reprint original news stories but do not indicate the original source, which diverts news readers from the original news sites to the reprinted news sites and affects the initiative of the originators. This behavior is not conductive to healthy news diffusion patterns. Therefore, it is necessary to identify reprint relations between news items to improve service for decision-makers and protect the copyright of the originator.
However, identifying news reprint relations is challenging in real-world scenarios because the reprint relations would be identified by comparing original news items with all the news published on the Internet. However, the number of news items on the Internet is huge. Additionally, there are various forms of news item reprints. Generally, news sources should reprint an original news item by indicating the source or reference of the original news item by retaining electronic headings, specifying the media report (e.g., ''according to a certain media report'') or providing a dedicated news source field on the webpage. However, Internet news media formats are inconsistent, and many news sources reprint original news articles but do not indicate the original news source or even misprint its content, which also creates a great challenge for accurate reprint relation identification [3] .
Existing studies have proposed approaches for identifying reprint relations among news stories; however, they have limitations. While some researchers extract the links between news portals using the source acknowledgement of news items, which does not work on reprinted news stories that do not indicate the source of the original story [1] , [2] , other researchers focus on computing the similarity between the full text of news items [3] , [4] , which is not always effective because some reprints only excerpt some sentences of the original news reports. Thus, the key technical challenge of improving the accuracy of identifying news reprint relation is excavating the potential semantic relevance between the original news story and the candidate news story at the sentence level by integrating semantic analysis models. Recently, many semantic-based text representation models, such as the topic model [5] , Word2Vec [6] , doc2vec [7] and fastText [8] , have been proposed. These models consider the potential semantic information of text and represent the semantic features of text in low-dimension distributed vectors. Therefore, in our approach, we apply semantic-based text representation models to deeply excavate the potential semantic relevance between sentences found in news.
In this paper, we focus on the task of identifying reprint relations among large-scale news outlets based on news content and propose an approach for identifying news reprint relation by integrating deep learning approaches. First, the similarity between the full texts of news stories is computed using a TFIDF model to find the topic correlations; only news stories with topics related to the topic of the original news story will be retained. Then, the potential semantic relevance between the original news story and the candidate news story is deeply excavated at the sentence level using a Word2Vec model. Finally, reprint relations can be identified. Experiments using a real-world news dataset were conducted to empirically evaluate the performance of our proposed approach. The results show that the approach can efficiently identify reprint relations among large-scale news sources, and excavating the potential semantic relevance between news stories at the sentence level allows us to accurately identify reprint relations. With this accurate identification, a news dissemination network can be conveniently and accurately constructed, which benefits domains such as news influence estimation, public hotspot discovery and policy-making.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• This work is a first step of integrating semantic analysis models to mine the semantic relevance of news items and identify news reprint relations regarding large-scale news sources.
• We propose an approach for identifying news reprint relation by integrating deep learning approaches. It enables efficient and accurate news reprint relation identification by roughly determining topic correlations and deeply excavating potential semantic relevance at the sentence level.
• We demonstrate the efficacy of the approach using a real-world dataset that we collected from 3183 online news portals and conduct several case studies to explain how the results of news reprint relation identification can be used in real-world scenarios. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work of previous research. Section 3 provides the problem formulation and elaborates our proposed framework and model in detail. Experiments and evaluations are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this research, and Section 6 discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
This section investigates the literature from three research fields: (1) news reprint relation identification, (2) text similarity computation and (3) text representation.
A. NEWS REPRINT RELATION IDENTIFICATION
In previous research, reprint relation identification between news stories has been applied in news influence estimation, online public opinion mining and decision-making dissemination. Driven by these applications, several approaches for identifying reprint relationships have been proposed. Wang et al. [1] , [2] automatically identified the links between news portals using the source acknowledgement of news and constructed the reprinting network based on identified links; however, this method does not work on unregulated reprint relation identification. Yang et al. [4] proposed a co-occurrence word-based approach that constructs a word set of news items using high-frequency entities and keywords that are extracted from the content; if the number of co-occurrence words between two articles is greater than a threshold, the two articles are said to have a reprint relation. However, the accuracy of this approach is not high because high-frequency words are usually similar. Chen et al. [3] constructed a vector space model using the TFIDF method and computed the text similarity of two articles using common similarity computation methods, such as the Pearson correlation coefficient, cosine similarity and Euclidean similarity; however, these methods are not always effective because some reprints include only partial text or revised excerpts.
This paper aims to achieve accurate and efficient news reprint relation identification of large-scale news sources by roughly calculating news topic correlations using a TFIDF model and deeply excavating the potential semantic relevance at the sentence level using a deep learning and semantic analysis model.
B. TEXT SIMILARITY COMPUTATION
Accurately measuring the similarity of sentences plays a fundamental role in the process of identifying news reprint relation. The diversity of linguistic expressions creates a great challenge for text similarity computations. Most prior work on text similarity computation relied on feature extraction. According to their feature type, text similarity computation approaches can be divided into three categories [9] : (1) string-based approaches, (2) corpus-based approaches and (3) knowledge-based approaches.
String-based approaches employ common functions, such as the edit distance or hamming distance, to calculate similarity over string sequences extracted from a text, e.g., lemma, stem or n-gram sequences. Wan et al. [10] extracted sentence n-grams and measured the similarity of sentences using n-gram overlap. Madnani et al. [11] identified paraphrases based on machine translation metrics. String-based approaches are simple, but their efficacy is restricted because they ignore the semantic information of the text. Corpus-based approaches derive distributional vectors of words from a large corpus using distributional models (e.g., VSM [12] , LSA [13] and LDA [5] ) and then compute text similarity by summing the distributional vector of each word or using TFIDF to weight the vector of each word and then summing them. Then, the cosine similarity or Pearson coefficient of two vectors is used to measure the similarity of texts. Corpus-based approaches can retain the semantic information of texts; however, they are usually time consuming. Knowledge-based approaches compute text similarity with the aid of external resources, include ontologybased knowledge such as WordNet [14] and HowNet [15] and network-based knowledge such as Wikipedia [16] and Baidu Encyclopedia [17] . Knowledge-based approaches retain the semantic information of text well; however, they suffer from problems of knowledge completeness and algorithmic complexity.
Our proposed approach leverages text similarity computation strategies to efficiently and accurately identify news reprint relations. The topic-level model of the approach identifies news stories with topics similar to that of an original news story using a time-inexpensive TFIDF model. Then, the model excavates the potential semantic relevance between news items at the sentence level and identifies parts of candidate news item that are reprinted from original news item by representing sentences as low-dimensional distributional vectors using Word2Vec and computing the similarity of the original news item and candidate sentences.
C. TEXT REPRESENTAION
Text representation, which aims to numerically represent unstructured text as something mathematically computable, is a fundamental process of text mining tasks. Text representation approaches can be divided into three methods: (1) VSM-based representation approaches, (2) text enrichment representation via external knowledge incorporation and (3) text representation through the exploration of internal semantic relations in the corpus [18] .
In VSM-based representation approaches, texts are mapped into a vector space, and each dimension of the vector space corresponds to a particular term and reflects the weight of the term in the document. The VSM paradigm is widely used due to its flexibility and effectiveness; however, its accuracy has been limited by the loss of adjacent words and semantic relations [19] . To overcome the limitations of VSM-based approaches, various approaches to incorporate word correlations and semantic information into text representation models have been proposed. One such method, text enrichment, usually leverages external knowledge for advanced VSM representation. External resources include ontology-based knowledge such as WordNet [20] and network-based knowledge such as Wikipedia [21] . Text enrichment representation approaches acquire the rich semantic relations between words; however, they are not flexible enough and are difficult to update in real time due to the rapidly changing availability of external knowledge [22] . Some approaches attempt to explore the information embodied in a large corpus and directly learn the vector representation of a text. Recently, word embedding techniques, such as Word2Vec [7] and GloVe [23] , which encode the semantic properties of a word into a low-dimensional vector, have been successful in many natural language processing tasks.
In our approach, text representation is the key process of excavating the potential semantic relevance between news items at the sentence level. Due to its good performance in capturing synaptic and semantic information, we adopt a Word2Vec model to represent news content. We first learn the dense vectors of words in a large corpus using Skipgram model and then apply pre-trained vectors of words to represent the news.
III. INTEGRATING DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES FOR IDENTIFYING NEWS REPRINT RELATION
In this section, we first introduce how the data from the web have been acquired in detail. Then we formulate the problem of news reprint relation identification and provide a detailed introduction of our proposed approach for identifying news reprint relation, which consists of two models, i.e., a topic-level model and a sentence-level model.
A. DATA COLLECTION
This paper studies news reprint relation identification approach. We crawled more than 10 million news articles from 3183 online news portals, from which news information could be crawled according to the Robot Exclusion Protocol, on a daily basis from January 1st, 2018 to June 30, 2018 and selected 30 popular original news items in the field of finance, sports and technology from the news articles. Then we separately constructed a keyword set for each original news. 25899 news items that were related to the original news item by topic, as determined using keywords matching, were chosen as candidate news items. 
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem of news reprint relation identification can be formally described as follows. Given the original news item and some candidate news items from the Internet, our goal is to identify which candidate news items reprinted the original news item.
Here, we define some notations that will be used throughout this paper. Let o denote the original news item and C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , C |C| } denote the set of candidate news items. Our goal is to identify whether candidate news item c i reprints original news item o.
C. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The overview of our proposed approach is shown in Fig. (1) ; it consists of a topic-level model and a sentence-level model. In the topic-level model, we compute the similarity of the full text of the original news item and candidate news items to identify articles that are related with the original news by topic with low time consumption. In the sentence-level model, we first learn the dense vectors of words on a large corpus using Skip-gram model [6] . Then, we represent news sentences by summing the frequency weighted pre-trained vectors of each word in the sentences and compute the similarity of sentences from the original news item and candidate news items using cosine similarity. Based on the similarity results, systems could accurately and efficiently identify news reprint relations. Next, we describe the models in detail.
1) TOPIC-LEVEL MODEL
Considering the huge amount of candidate news items, we design the topic-level model to remove news items that are not related to the original news item by topic to improve the efficiency of identifying news reprint relation. The topic-level model measures the topic correlation of the original news item and candidate news items by computing the similarity of the full text of the news items using TFIDF.
For specific news item n, we represent the news content as follows:
where W is the set of words of a news corpus and w i is the weight of the word term t i in news item n. w i is calculated as follows:
where tf i measures the frequency of term t i that occurs in the content of news item n and idf i measures the amount of information the word provides, i.e., if the word is common or rare across all news content. tf i and idf i are calculated as follows:
where n ti is the number of times term t i appears in the content of news item n, n tk is the number of times term t k appears in the content of news item n, N is the set of the news corpus; and {j:t i ∈ n j } is the set of news items that contains term t i . After representing the original news item and the candidate news items, the topic correlation between the two is measured as follows: Thus, candidate news item c i will be removed by the system. Candidate news items that are related to the original news item by topic will be input into the sentence-level model to identify the reprint relation.
2) SENTENCE-LEVEL MODEL
In real-world scenarios, news portals reprint an original news item by using either the full text or excerpting parts of the original news item. The key point of news reprint relation identification is mining the potential semantic relevance between news items at the sentence level. Many studies have shown that a low-dimensional vector of text can generate better semantic representations and improve text similarity computation results. Hence, we integrate semantic-based text representation models in the sentence-level model. In the sentence-level model, we first learn the semantic vector representation of words on a large corpus using Skip-gram model [6] and then apply the dense pre-trained vectors of words to represent the sentences of the original news item and candidate news items by summing the frequency weighted vector of each word that appears in the sentence. News sentences are represented as follows:
where W s is the set of words in a sentence, w a is the K-dimensional vector of word a, fre(a) is the word weight determined according to the frequency that the word appears in the sentence and V s is the vector representation of the sentence. The similarity between original news sentences and candidate news sentences is calculated as follows:
where V s (s o,i ) is the vector representation of the ith sentence of original news item o and V s s c k ,j is the vector representation of the jth sentence of candidate news item c k . After calculating the similarity between sentences of original news item o and candidate news item c k , a sentence similarity matrix R = {r i,j } m × n is constructed, where m is the number of sentences from original news item o, n is the number of sentences from candidate news item ck and r i,j = 1 if simsim(s o,i , s c k ,j ) > δ.
Based on the sentence similarity matrix R, we determine whether candidate news item c k reprinted original news item o. Candidate news item c k reprinted original news item o if such a sequence L = {l i,j,1 , l i+1,j+1,2 , . . . , l i+|L|−1,j+|L|−1,|L| } exists in matrix R that satisfies the following conditions:
(
where i denotes the raw coordinate in the text similarity matrix R, j denotes the column coordinate in the text similarity matrix R, k denotes the coordinate of element l i,j,k in L and |L| is the length of sequence L.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
In this section, we first present the experimental dataset and evaluation metrics. Then, comprehensive and systematic experiments are conducted on the dataset to verify the efficacy of our proposed approach. Finally, case studies are presented to show how the identification results can be applied in real scenarios.
A. DATASET
The experiment is conducted using the real-world dataset collected from more than 3000 news portals. We invited 3 annotators to manually label the reprint relations between original news and its candidate news. If the candidate news reprints the original news, the reprint relation will be labelled as 1, otherwise the reprint relation will be labelled as 0. The annotators, who worked independently and were not aware of one another, achieved a Fleiss' kappa of 0.89, which indicates that the annotated results of three annotators have high consistency. We take the annotated results as the golden evaluation criteria to evaluate the proposed new reprint relation identification approach quantitatively. The dataset is summarized in Table (1) . 
B. EVALUATION METRICS
Precision, Recall and F-Measure are three popular evaluation metrics that have been widely used in information retrieval systems, classification, and information identification. In this paper, we apply these metrics to evaluate our proposed method. For original news item o, Precision and Recall are calculated as follows:
where R (o) is the set of news items that have been manually labeled as reprinted news of original news item o, and I (o) is the set of news items identified as the reprinted news of original news item o by our proposed method. F-Measure is the weighted harmonic mean of Precision and Recall; it is calculated as follows:
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After calculating the Precision, Recall and F-Measure of each original news item, we average them as the final assessment result.
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We applied the grid search method to select a reasonable value for each parameter of our proposed method. The parameters are explained and set to follows.
Parameter α: As the layer to filter candidate news items, we should set a low similarity threshold in the topic-level model to ensure a high recall rate. The similarity threshold α between news content is set to 0.5. Parameter δ: In the sentence-level model, the similarity δ between sentences is set to 0.9.
Parameters γ 1 and γ 2 : In the sentence-level model, these parameters, which are used to adjust the minimum length limitation of sequence L, are set to 0.6.
Parameter K : In the sentence-level model, we set the latent space dimension K to 200. The number of iterations is set to 20. The context window is set to 8. We use the Chinese dataset SogouCA as the corpus to learn the dense vector of words [24] .
D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Our goal is to accurately and effectively identify reprint relations among large-scale news sources based on content information. We compare the performance of our proposed approach with that of baseline methods using the real-world dataset and the above evaluation metrics. According to existing work [3] , [4] , baseline methods that can be used to compute the similarity between the full text of original news items and the full text of candidate news items using text similarity computation methods include TFIDF [3] , LDA [5] , Simhash [25] and Word2Vec [6] . The similarity threshold for the full text of news items in the baseline methods is set to 0.9. Our proposed approach excavates the potential semantic relevance between original news items and candidate news items at the sentence level. Based on the results shown in Table ( 2), our proposed approach performs better than the baseline methods across all metrics, which indicates that excavating the potential semantic relevance between original news items and candidate news items at the sentence level can improve news reprint relation identification. We also investigated sites that reprint original news items without citing the source, as this impacts the content creators. Thus, we compare the performance of our proposed approach against those of the baseline methods on news items without source information. The results in Table ( 3) show that our proposed approach is also more effective than the baseline approaches across all metrics when using this dataset.
E. CASE STUDIES
We conducted two case studies to explain how the results of news reprint relation identification can be used in real-world scenarios. The two case studies are: (1) news reprint relation identification for news diffusion pattern analysis, (2) news reprint relation identification for copyright protection.
1) NEWS REPRINT RELATION IDENTIFICATION FOR NEWS DIFFUSION PATTERN ANALYSIS
Online news reprint networks reveal how information spreads on the Internet. By utilizing our proposed news reprint relation identification approach, news reprint networks could be conveniently and accurately constructed. In this paper, we identify the reprint relations of 356 original news articles and construct a news reprint network. The 356 original news items are divided into four themes, i.e., technology, finance, sports and society, and the number of original news items in each theme is 75, 97, 91, and 93, respectively. We identified 3602 news reprint relations for the 356 original news items. Based on the reprint network, we analyzed the patterns of news diffusion from three perspectives: reprint number, reprint time and reprint medium.
a: ANALYSIS OF REPRINT NUMBER
The reprint number of the original news item indicates the scope of information spread. The average reprint number of the original news item is statistically analyzed for several themes, as shown in Fig. (2) . The average reprint number of original news items varied by themes: the average number of financial news reprints is the highest, followed by the average number of societal news reprints; the average numbers of technological news reprints and sports news reprints are less than that of financial news and societal news, which indicates that reprint number is associated with news theme. By observing data, we found that the reprint numbers of financial news and societal news are volatile and the reprint numbers of technological news and sports news are relatively stable.
b: ANALYSIS OF REPRINTING TIME
The reprinting time after publishing an original news item indicates the speed of news spread. The reprinting number of each hour after the original news item is published is counted, as shown in Fig. (3) . Most (87.73%) reprinted news items are published within 36 hours of the publication of the original news item. The reprinting number increases sharply between hours 8 and 10. Because many original news items are published with only the date information, we set the hour of publishing as 00:00. Thus, high reprinting numbers in hours 8 and 10 after the publication of the original news item indicate that reprinted news is primarily published between 8 and 10 a.m. on the day that the original news item is published.
c: ANALYSIS OF REPRINTING MEDIUM
Reprinting medium plays an important role in news information spread. We statistically analyze the numbers of original news items that each medium reprinted for several themes. The top 20 media are presented in Fig. (4) . Some comprehensive news portals, such as myzaker.com, sina.cn, eastday.com and xinhua.net reprint the most original news items on all themes. Besides, it can be seen that 11 news media from the top 20 new media on finance theme are finance -related media, which indicates that news on one themes is mostly to be reprinted by the domain-related media.
2) NEWS REPRINT RELATION IDENTIFICATION FOR COPYRIGHT PROTECTION
News reprint relation identification can be applied to protect copyrights and contribute to the healthy development of the news industry. Fig. (5) represents the reprinting network of original news item, where the center node (in orange) is the news medium of an original news item 1 ; the other nodes are the media that reprinted the original news item on different channels, and the nodes in red are the media that published news items without providing the source information of the original news. The original news items was reprinted by 62 news media. Reprinted news items from ''hkwb.net'' (in red) do not indicate the source of the original news. The URL of the original news items could be tagged on the webpage that the reprinted news item is published on, which would be beneficial for regulating the news industry and protecting the rights of original sites and authors.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an approach for identifying news reprint relation by integrating deep learning approaches. First, the full text similarity is computed to find topical correlations between news items and news items that are not related to the original news by topic are removed. Then, the potential semantic relevance between candidate news items and the original news item is excavated at the sentence level by integrating semantic analysis methods and the reprint relations between news items are identified. Extensive experiments on a real-world news dataset show the good performance of our proposed approach. This work is the first step towards using semantic analysis models to excavate the potential semantic relevance between news items at the sentence level and perform news reprint relation identification. The accurate and effective identification of reprint relations among large-scale news sources will benefit areas such as news diffusion pattern analysis, news copyright protection and news influence estimation. Using our proposed approach, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of news diffusion patterns and found that the reprinting number of original news items is associated with theme, most reprint news are published within 36 hours of the publication of the original news item and news on different themes are all usually reprinted by some specific news portals. Mined knowledge would further contribute to the design of news reprint relation identification and news reprinting prediction models in the future.
VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Our experimental dataset consists of only 30 original news items. We collected the candidate news items using keywords related to the original news topic and assumed that the candidate news items covered the reprinted news items.
In future research, we would like to expand the number of original news items to construct a more comprehensive dataset. We designed the news reprint relation identification approach based on news content; however, some news items reprint the pictures, videos, etc. of the original news item. In the future, such information could be integrated to improve the accuracy of reprint relation identification. 
